Since 1925, Reliance Foundry has taken pride in high standards and exceptional design. We’ve built upon our metal casting expertise to become an award-winning North American supplier of architectural site furnishings.

PROTECT INVENTORY
GUIDE CLIENTS
SECURE BUILDINGS

Even in an increasingly technical world, defensive architecture is an important part of site security.

Bollards defend your business — and look good doing it.

- Secure against showroom ram-raid attacks
- Guard entrances & exits
- Guide clients to service bays and parking
- Mark active areas
- Add lighting

M-F, 7am-5pm PST
1-877-789-3245
https://www.reliance-foundry.com/dealership
info@reliance-foundry.com
SHOWROOM SECURITY

Prevent thieves from ram-raiding your showroom for keys, fobs, or floor models by placing high-impact bollards near vulnerable windows.

Choose from crash-rated bollards certified by attack speed and vehicle weight, or choose high-impact security bollards made from steel and cement.

A wide variety of decorative covers, from classical cast iron to modern geometric steel, allow you to add security while choosing a look to complement your lot.

Solar lighting is easy to install, requiring no trenching. Smart systems provide self-powering pathway and safety lighting.

Retractable bollards are a barrier to thieves. Well-spaced, they will damage incoming ram-raid vehicles. Bollards bent by incoming cars make it difficult for raiders to leave.

Bollards can be wayfinding markers for drivers and pedestrians. They often mark crosswalks, entrances, and walkways, and are used as lane guides and parking stops.

Brightly-colored safety bollards help protect both cars and buildings from scrapes near service bays.
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Lot Entrance & Exit
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